
Give Your Best Tour Yet!
GPS Commentary System - Hardwired



Making the Right Choice.
Why AudioConexus?
When you purchase a commentary system you are upgrading your 
entire passenger experience. Our GPS Audio Systems provide the latest 
digital technology, utilizing solid-state design with features you won't 
find on other systems. In a nutshell, from the inside out, we design a 
better, more robust, more durable and more flexible commentary 
system.

Commentary Systems Designed to Last.

When you buy a commentary system, you want it to last. Our commentary systems 

have been operating on the same buses for over 10 years in all weather conditions. 

While we've made several advancements in technology, every system is designed for 

reliability and a long life expectancy.

Build Today and Make Changes Tomorrow.

Creating audio commentary today means that you may need to make changes in the 

future. We don't tether you to service calls. Commentary systems are designed to be 

easily self-managed by you or your staff. From the office, or from the field.

GPS. Intelligent Proximity Triggering.

Intelligent Proximity Triggering is dynamic software that triggers your commentary 

precisely at the right place each and every time. This takes place automatically so that 

your tours always run consistently and accurately.

+ 22 channels, 2 microphone inputs

+ Vandal resistant, weatherproof

+ Play any language over PA

+ Free feature rich software

+ No mechanical moving parts

+ Touch conductive passenger displays

HEAD END COMMENTARY SYSTEM

WEATHERPROOF AUDIO CONTROLLER

DIGITAL HUB

Why we’re better



Easy for Drivers.

The Driver Control Panel makes your system simple to manipulate at the touch of a 

button, allowing for play, pause and stop features – in all languages, on and off your 

sightseeing routes, you can play safety announcements, off-route commentary, and 

promotional audio whenever you need it or want it....and much more.

Free Software. No Licenses.

If you’re purchasing a system why do you have to pay for software? We think Route 

Builder Software should be free – and it is. Our software includes enhanced features, 

designed from years of experience in the field. We’ve encountered every logistical 

challenge you can think of, and we’ve applied our in-field knowledge by creating easy 

to use software anyone can use – for any situation,from busy high traffic routes to 

detours and unexpected route changes and delays.

Tour Commentary. Turn Key Integration.

We’ve written and produced GPS audio tours for buses, boats, trains, and trolleys the 

world over. Our team of experienced writers have traveled to, and written for organiza-

tions’ on five continents and growing.

AudioConexus has developed proprietary hardware and software that overcomes a 

variety of logistical challenges – both on land and water. Our end-to end solution takes 

into consideration the most complex of operating environments and challenges 

including traffic patterns, construction zones, and mandatory alternative routes that 

can temporarily derail your tour business.

Because no two tour operators are the same, our Multilingual Commentary Integration 

methodology for managing commentary is also customized to your specific needs. This 

is because a GPS-guided audio tour requires more than just great content and depend-

able hardware; it requires two levels of integration between the two and that is how 

our design architecture makes the difference.

The result – more tours to more people more often.

DRIVER CONTROL PANEL

GARMIN GPS RECEIVER

ROUTE BUILDER SOFTWARE

OTHER FEATURES
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Weatherproof Audio Controller

+ Vandal resistant High-Impact Acrylic

+ Plastic audio controller designed for long life.

+ Volume and channel selection

+ Innovative touch conductive buttons with no mechanical moving parts    

(mechanical parts wear out over time).

+ Outdoor design allows continuous exposure to prevailing weather 

conditions.

+ Auto-dimming night/day dual-digit display shows the currently selected 

channel.

+ Enable/Disable audio controller flashing before each segment of 

commentary to alert passengers to put on their headphones.

+ Suits installation into seats or walls.

+ Powered using common CAT-5 cabling as found with standard computer 

networks and readily available off-the-shelf.

Hub for Audio Controllers

+ Hubs are used to connect the main (colorcoded) BLUE loom originating 

from the head end system.

+ Tour System to a pair of seat based audio controllers. Hubs are 

connected in a daisychain arrangement.

+ One Hub for Two Seats.

+ Outdoor design allows continuous exposure to prevailing weather 

conditions

+ Hubs are electrically protected against accidental cable insertion into an 

incorrect port

+ Easy Fault Finding: Two lights for the Blue port flash once per second to 

indicate a successful data link to the GPS Tour System

+ Lights for the (color-coded) RED ports flash once per second to indicate a 

successful link to the audio controller.

Driver Control Panel

+ Backlit Driver Control Panel.

+ Select Route.

+ Displays current Point of Interest when audio is playing

+ Displays selected tour (supports multiple tours or tour routes).

+ Select Point of Interest for manual play.

+ Play, Pause and Stop audio commentaries.

+ Select language for audio out 

(any Language over a Public Address System).

+ System power On/ Off.

Route Builder Software

+ Capture and manage GPS trigger points quickly and easily.

+ Supports Directional GPS triggers (audio is triggered by GPS location 

and direction a coach or vessel is travelling).

+ Easily define the size of a GPS trigger zone for each 

Point of Interest (POI) along a tour route.

+ Supports latitude and longitude GPS triggers for busy inner harbours, 

rivers, lakes and oceans.

+ View GPS triggers on your routes with Google™ maps 

and Google Earth™.

+ License-free – no ongoing licensing costs.



www.audiotours.com

A SIGHTSEEING EXPERIENCE THEY NEVER EXPECTED.

AN EXPERIENCE THEY WILL NEVER FORGET!


